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TERRARIA.....THE ULTIMATE GUIDE. Terraria: The Complete & Ultimate Guide - Cheats, Tips,
Tricks, Hints, Strategy and Walk-through If you want to learn everything about the game Terraria
and have lots of great tips, tricks, cheats, strategy, hints then this guide is for you!!! This is one of
the best Terraria guides on the market Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device.
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I'm guessing all the 5 star reviews for this book are paid, because this has to be one of the most
incomplete guidebooks I've ever read. The quality of the book itself is severely lacking, as well. No
color pictures (yes, that matters) very little text per page, and its only 50 pages. Not good.It has a
basic overview of the biomes and most of the spawns, doesn't go into any details of specific spawn
weaknesses, doesn't give good advice on building a base, says absolutely nothing about crafting...
Honestly I could have written this book and I've been playing for less than a week.

I guess I missed that this book isn't printed in color. That would make a huge difference probably in
the eye candy department. Looks like the only Terraria book out there, though, so I'm glad they
published it. My son says he likes the book, though, and has learned some helpful tips. He just
doesn't pour over it daily as with his Mindcraft tips books.

I already mastered the basics and wanted a better version of the wiki so I can have something for
reference. If I got this before starting the game it wouldn't be a waste of money. It also needs to be
updated. If it had a structured reference for every aspect (npc, blocks, mobs, items) it would be
more useful but it mostly covers biomes.

This book is a fraud. It is clearly written by a team of people who do not play Terraria. The
information is grossly generalized (aka, you will learn more from playing a single time), there are no
cheats, tips or tricks, and the typos are everywhere. There are content, spelling, and language
typos. The pictures are in black and white (which does matter), and they are repeated frequently.
Terrible waste of money.

This book is in black and white, very short, and is full of grammatical errors (bad translation
maybe?) and useless alphabetical lists. Further, the details are for the 1.0 version of the game (PC

is 1.3.3 right now) so the information is outdated and frequently just plain wrong.The "official
Terraria Wiki" is a very good online source and makes this unnecessary. We thought my son would
like having something written out, but it's wrong so often it wasn't useful to anyone.

Hmmmm, definitely for very beginners. If you've spent even a couple hours on the online Terraria
Wiki page, or played with more experienced friends - this guide is not likely to be much use. It is
clearly not professionally done (black and white - awkward and repetitive grammar). There are some
good things here, and it is nice to have an actual book with you I suppose - but the online wiki is so
much more interactive - and all the info is there. This book is not long, and pretty spare on
information.I'm sure my kids will be thrilled with it to some degree....but would recommend the online
sites over this.

My sons (ages 8 and 10) love this book. Lots of tips and hints. It does look like something printed off
the desktop as there are no color photos inside - wish it were more polished. Once they read
through it, they were done as there is nothing enticing to keep looking at. All the photos are screen
shots in black and white. Still, great hints that they enjoyed discovering.

This is nothing more than information pulled from the internet and put in book form. I had hoped this
would be full of details and tips like the Minecraft Complete Handbook (4 book set). Don't waste
your money on this.
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